Economic Research Support

Past

- Marfin: New England Port Profile/ Input-Output Model with MIT, WHOI
- CMER Data Collection Efforts: UM-D, URI, Rutgers, Me DMR
- Processing Contraction: UM-D, UM-O, URI.
- Social Science Institutions: Rutgers, MIT, GFW thru NEC
- Demand/Co-integration Analysis: URI
Research Support (cont.)

Ongoing

– Mid-Atlantic “Marfin” equivalent with processing sector-labor component: Rutgers and VIMS. (CMER)
– New England Processing sector-labor supply study with UM-D, URI (CMER)
– Processing-Harvesting interdependence: WHOI (CICOR)
– Vessel Safety: WHOI (CICOR)
– Bio-economic Modeling: URI (CMER)
– Herring Fishery Institutions UM Amhurst (CMER)
Research Support (Cont.)

Future
– Experimental Economics- DAS trading URI.
– Sampling Scheme for Variable Cost/Fixed Costs: Comp. Contract
– Essential Fish Habitat-GIS  In house.
– UMES/NOAA Collaboration